Introduction
A central role for control processes in long-term memory is apparent when one considers that there is far more information available in memory than can be accessed at any single moment (Tulving and Pearlstone, 1966; Koriat, 2000) . Much as selective attention operates to focus processing on objects in the environment, related control processes are required to constrain and select from information stored in memory.
Neuroimaging studies have expanded our understanding of control processes in long-term memory in three important ways. First, networks of regions, prominently including specific regions in prefrontal cortex, contribute to control processes during memory retrieval. Dissociations among regions suggest a functional-anatomic gradient with posterior frontal regions contributing to domain-specific control processes (e.g., verbal versus nonverbal) and anterior regions contributing to abstracted control processes that generalize across informational domains. Second, through convergent exploration of other cognitive task forms such as working memory, findings suggest that frontally mediated control processes are important to a wide range of task contexts that include, but extend beyond, long-term memory retrieval. Finally, study of these networks in aging has identified two candidate mechanisms by which their disruption may contribute to, or compensate for, cognitive decline. Evidence for these three sets of findings are presented as examples of how neuroimaging methods have contributed to explorations of higher-level cognition.
Specific frontal regions contribute to control processes
Control processes are central to memory retrieval. Defined broadly, control processes are intentional processes initiated by a subject to solve a task. Control processes have certain properties; they require sequential steps of processing, are capacity limited, and tend to operate in situations in which the task goal cannot be met through automated stimulus-response mappings (Schneider and Shiffrin, 1977) . The need for control processes in memory arises because the vast amount of information stored in memory far exceeds the specific information that is required at any given moment. Control processes are therefore required to search, select, and monitor information during acts of retrieval.
Damage to frontal cortex in humans can cause difficulties when memory retrieval requires flexible use of control processes (Milner et al., 1985; Schacter, 1987; Shimmamura et al., 1991) . In many cases, patients will fail to recall, or sometimes even recognize, information (for review, see Wheeler et al., 1995) or inappropriately estimate the source or timing, or both, of a past episode (for review, see Schacter, 1987) . In rare cases, a patient may make up episodes from the past while believing they really happened, a phenomenon called "confabulation" (Moscovitch, 1989; Burgess and Shallice, 1996) . Unlike purer forms of amnesia, which result from medial temporal and diencephalic lesions (Scoville and Milner, 1957; Squire, 1992; Cohen and Eichenbaum, 1993) , the deficits after frontal damage align more to improper execution of retrieval strategies (Incisa della Rocchetta and Milner, 1993) . Convergent with these patient observations, acts of retrieval in healthy individuals, studied with neuroimaging methods, almost always show activation of frontal cortex (among other regions). Frontal activation has been associated with retrieval of words, sentences, faces, pictures, and in quite different retrieval task contexts (for review, see Tulving et al., 1994; Buckner, 1996; Fletcher et al., 1997; Cabeza and Nyberg, 2000) . Expanding beyond these general observations, functional imaging results have placed constraints on both the anatomic specificity of regions within frontal cortex that associate with memory and also their dissociated functional roles. Anatomically, regions that are activated include those along the left inferior frontal gyrus (particularly for verbal materials) extending anteriorally into middle frontal gyrus [near Brodmann's areas (BA) 44, 45, and 47] . Regions near the frontal poles (near BA 10) have also been observed consistently in imaging studies (Fig. 1) .
The functional roles of these several regions can be dissociated on multiple dimensions that obey a roughly posterior to anterior gradient [see also Petrides et al. (1995) ]. Posterior frontal regions tend to show lateralization depending on whether verbal or nonverbal materials are being retrieved, suggesting domain specificity (Wagner et al., 1998; McDermott et al., 1999) . By contrast, more anterior regions tend to exhibit complex properties dependent on higher-order task processes. For example, activation patterns in anterior regions near BA 44/45 and 47 suggest a role in dynamic access and selection during retrieval. Several studies, conducted in various contexts that involve retrieving and categorizing words, illustrate this point. Petersen and colleagues (1989) noted robust activation in left anterior prefrontal cortex during retrieval of verbs cued by nouns (e.g., retrieving "walk" in response to "dog") but considerably less activation when subjects simply read the nouns. Controlled processes are required during verb retrieval in this context because the target word is not the automatic associate of the presented noun; it must be sought and selected from many possible alternatives within memory. Single word reading, by contrast, is an automated task that requires minimal controlled processing because the association of a word's sound to its visual form is overlearned through extensive experience. When verb retrieval is practiced, allowing for rapid but more stereotyped retrieval, activation in these frontal regions diminishes substantially (Raichle et al., 1994) . As another example, categorizing a word within an arbitrary grouping (e.g., abstract versus concrete), which requires retrieval of its context-relevant meaning, also encourages considerable recruitment (Demb et al., 1995) . By contrast, classifying the alphabetic order of the letters in a word, which is a timeconsuming task but nonetheless based on invariant informational properties, does not (Demb et al., 1995 ; see also Gold and Buckner, 2002) .
In the context of remembering episodes, recalling the details of an earlier event elicits strong activation in anterior prefrontal regions, whereas simply recognizing whether a presented cue word is old or new shows less activation (Nolde et al., 1998; Dobbins et al., 2002) . Konishi et al. (2002) , building from earlier neuropsychological paradigms (Milner et al., 1991) , recently noted enhanced activation in prefrontal regions when the difficulty in recalling the details of an earlier episode was increased. Within the perceptual domain, Ranganath et al. (2000) observed that left anterior prefrontal cortex increased activation as the level of perceptual detail required at the time of retrieval was increased. Wheeler and Buckner (2003) noted similarly that within the context of retrieving source details, left anterior prefrontal cortex will be more active if the to-be-retrieved information is studied minimally, requiring the subject to devote more extensive controlled processing during retrieval, than when the information is studied repeatedly.
The prevailing interpretation of these results is that frontal regions along BA 44/45/47 participate when a novel or weakly associated representation must be momentarily constructed to solve a task goal, at the exclusion of other possible, but contextinappropriate, representations (Goldman-Rakic, 1987; ThompsonSchill et al., 1997; Mesulam, 2002 ; see also Duncan and Owen, 2000; Fletcher et al., 2000; Miller, 2000; Gold and Buckner, 2002) . Situations in which past experience or invariant rules allow a cue to directly specify the needed representation do not appear to require these anterior prefrontal regions.
The relevance to memory retrieval is that in many retrieval contexts the sought representation is often guided, but not directly specified, by cues in the environment. These anterior regions, through poorly understood mechanisms, appear to contribute to the dynamic selection of representations during longterm memory retrieval, possibly through interactions with posterior regions in temporal and parietal cortex that serve as storage sites. Because remembering requires more detailed, or weakly associated, information to be retrieved, frontal participation in control processes increases. Convergent with this idea, when these (or nearby) frontal regions are damaged, patients can have difficulties selecting appropriate representations. Patients with left frontal lesions, for example, are impaired on free recall in a manner that is consistent with impaired use of retrieval strategies (Incisa della Rocchetta and Milner, 1993) . More broadly, patients with frontal lesions can show source memory impairment (Schacter, 1987) and also retrieval impairment on a wide range of other task forms, with the greatest deficits found during free recall in which minimal cues are available, and the most modest deficits found during simple recognition tests in which complete retrieval cues are provided (Wheeler et al., 1995) .
Frontal-polar regions contribute to control processes associated with ongoing task modes
Perhaps the most novel and perplexing finding to emerge from neuroimaging research on memory retrieval is that frontal-polar regions, often right lateralized, are differentially activated during episodes of remembering (for review, see Tulving et al., 1994; Buckner, 1996) . Other forms of retrieval show considerably less activation. For example, frontal-polar regions activate minimally when a subject retrieves any word beginning with a certain stem cue (e.g., generating "street" in response to "str "), but if the task requires using the stem cue to remember from a specific earlier study list of words, robust activation is observed (Squire et al., 1992) . Frontal-polar regions are also dissociated from other frontal regions because they do not modulate across verbal/nonverbal domain lines being right-lateralized for retrieval of both word and faces (McDermott et al., 1999) . Despite these observations, it has been surprisingly difficult to specify the nature of frontal-polar contributions to remembering.
One puzzle is that the ability to detect frontal-polar activation in imaging studies is greatly influenced by the structure of the memory paradigm and the exact time frame over which activity is recorded. Early paradigms, because of their methodological limitations, averaged activity over extended time periods during which many retrieval events were performed in rapid succession (Squire et al., 1992) . Right frontal-polar activity was almost always observed during remembering in these studies (Buckner, 1996) . By contrast, more recent "event-related" paradigms that explore activity aligned to individual retrieval trials less often note right frontal-polar activity or note activity patterns that are considerably extended in time (Schacter et al., 1997; Henson et al., 2000) .
A possible, but unanticipated, interpretation of this data pattern is that frontal-polar cortex may contribute to form an attentional set, or task mode, that extends over multiple individual retrieval events (Nyberg et al., 1995; Düzel et al., 1999) (Fig. 2) . Preliminary evidence, based on a paradigm that can separate temporally extended activity correlates from those aligned to individual events (Donaldson et al. 2001) , suggests that right frontal-polar contributions to memory retrieval are associated almost entirely with mode-related processes (Wheeler et al., 2002) . More studies will be required to explore this speculative possibility and also to determine the generality of the finding. Many kinds of systems require state-dependent gating such that information is handled differently depending on operational mode. Frontal-polar cortex may contribute to gating processes in the cognitive domain, helping to maintain cognitive sets during remembering, and other forms of cognitive task that select one mode of processing over another across extended periods of time.
Frontal contributions to control processes generalize across many task domains
Traditional investigations of brain structures associated with memory have most often sought to discover brain areas or physiological processes specific to memory that dissociate from other kinds of cognitive operation. The still-in-progress 40 year journey to understand the role of medial temporal regions to memory is perhaps the best example (Corkin, 2002) . After medial temporal removal, other kinds of cognition are relatively sparred but profound memory impairments result (Scoville and Milner, 1957; Squire, 1992; Cohen and Eichenbaum, 1993) . Such an observation suggests that medial temporal structures have evolved to be specialized for solving a limited set of computational problems associated primarily with memory.
Results from recent neuroimaging studies have illustrated that frontal contributions to memory fall at the other end of the evolutionary spectrum. Frontal regions associated with memory retrieval are likely general computational resources that allow selection and control of context-appropriate representations in many task contexts. Neuroimaging studies are particularly powerful for providing insight into convergent uses of brain regions in cognition. This is because, independent of the investigator's anatomic focus, large portions of the cerebral cortex are typically surveyed in most studies, allowing unexpected, empirically derived regularities to emerge.
One such emergent observation is that task forms with many different goals encourage participation of similar anterior frontal and frontal-polar regions. Specifically considering the left anterior region near BA 44/45/47, tasks putatively targeting working memory, long-term memory encoding, speech generation, and long-term retrieval all show strong activation [for similar discussion, see Duncan and Owen (2000) ]. Thus, the common underlying operation important to long-term retrieval also appears important to tasks with other immediate goals. Frontal-polar contributions to remembering are also likely derived from more general processing resources. Frontal-polar cortex, in addition to activating during epochs of tasks associated with remembering, activates during tasks that require multiple competing task goals and also during certain (but not all) tasks involving working memory (MacLeod et al., 1998; Koechlin et al., 1999; Strange et al., 2001; Braver and Bongiolatti, 2002; Nyberg et al., 2002) .
Anterior and frontal-polar regions associated with control processes thus appear to make their contributions at abstract levels detached from particular modalities and specific task goals. One common theme among ideas regarding left anterior frontal cortex near BA 44/45/47 is that it participates in constraining and selecting representations when cues do not directly (automatically) specify the needed response (Thompson-Schill et al., 1997; Duncan and Owen, 2000; Fletcher et al., 2000; Gold and Buckner, 2002) , an idea that resonates with findings from studies of human patients (Mesulam, 2002) and animal models (Goldman-Rakic, 1987; Miller, 2000) . However, this general idea will need to be expanded further to include the kinds of unanticipated properties exhibited by frontal-polar cortex, which appear associated with broad control of task processes that extend over time and over individual task events.
Older adults fail to appropriately recruit frontal regions associated with control processes
Older adults, even those free from signs of clinical dementia, often experience mild forgetfulness and difficulties on tasks that require selective attention (Craik, 1977; Zacks and Hasher, 1994; Moscovitch and Winocur, 1995; Balota et al., 2000) . Neuroimaging studies, taking advantage of their ability to compare functional anatomy between populations, are well positioned to unravel possible reasons for cognitive decline. Two forms of change associated with recruitment of frontal resources have been reliably observed in older adults and provide targets for further exploration. These two forms of change are here referred to as under-recruitment and nonselective recruitment (Fig. 3) .
In many task contexts, older adults do not fully activate frontal regions to the same degree as younger adults (underrecruitment) (Grady et al., 1995; Cabeza et al., 1997; Logan et al., 2002) . The most consistent example of this phenomenon occurs in studies of encoding when information is intentionally committed to memory. During intentional memorization, younger adults spontaneously recruit multiple frontal regions, including Figure 2 . During retrieval of specific episodes, frontal-polar regions demonstrate prolonged signal change, suggesting a contribution to temporally extended processes that establish a task set or retrieval mode. A, The time course of posterior and anterior frontal regions is shown from a functional magnetic resonance imaging study of memory retrieval. Note that the timescale (in seconds) reflects the temporal blurring of the hemodynamic response (Logethetis, 2003) . Adapted from Schacter et al. (1997) . B, The time course of evoked response potentials measured over anterior frontal scalp sites. A slowly evolving change in the waveform is noted during the periods of remembering that extends across individual items. Adapted from Düzel et al. (1999) .
the left anterior frontal regions discussed above (Kapur et al., 1996) . Such a finding is not surprising given that verbal elaboration is an effective memorization strategy, and these frontal regions are used to flexibly retrieve words and their meanings. Of interest, older adults do not fully recruit these frontal regions during intentional memorization, and memory performance is often decreased (Grady et al., 1995; Logan et al., 2002) . For example, Grady and colleagues (1995) imaged older adults memorizing faces. Although activation in many regions was comparable between older and younger adults, regions in frontal cortex were significantly reduced. A first, obvious concern is that underrecruitment might be an artifact of population characteristics that confound measurement using neuroimaging methods. Control studies suggest that this confound is unlikely (D'Esposito et al., 1999; Buckner et al., 2000; Huettel et al., 2001) . The more likely explanation is that older adults fail to spontaneously engage frontal regions important to memorization, which in turn leads to memory difficulties.
A second form of recruitment difference between young and old adults is nonselective recruitment. Older adults, paradoxically, often recruit frontal regions that are minimally active when younger adults perform the same tasks (Cabeza et al., 1997; Madden et al., 1999; ReuterLorenz et al., 2000; Logan et al., 2002) . For example, in task situations in which strongly left-lateralized prefrontal recruitment is observed in younger adults, such as during tasks requiring extensive verbal processing, older adults show bilateral recruitment (Reuter-Lorenz et al., 2000; Logan et al., 2002) .
The consequences of nonselective recruitment to cognitive processing are a hotly debated topic. Patients with brain lesions often activate atypical regions, a finding most often attributed to compensation. Older adults, in the presence of diminishing resources, may similarly recruit additional regions as a form of compensation Reuter-Lorenz, 2002) . A compensation hypothesis predicts that nonselective recruitment is a beneficial response. A second, nearly opposite possibility is that nonselective recruitment itself represents the breakdown in appropriate control processes across cortical regions. This latter possibility predicts that nonselective recruitment will eventually be discovered to be the outcome of (and not compensatory for) a detrimental physiological cascade that accompanies aging in some individuals.
One candidate mechanism that might underlie nonselective recruitment, or cause a compensatory response that leads to nonselective recruitment, relates to age-associated change in whitematter integrity. Older adults often show damage to white matter surrounding the ventricles; diffusion tensor imaging has further implicated breakdown of the corpus collosum (Raz, 2000; O'Sullivan et al., 2001 ). These white-matter changes tend to be preferential for anterior brain regions and most pronounced in individuals with vascular compromise (e.g., hypertension). One possibility is that breakdown in white matter leads to disrupted connectivity between frontal and other cortical regions that, in turn, undermines the cortical control of task processes. Attentional and mild memory difficulties so often associated with aging may be the result (Craik, 1977; Zacks and Hasher, 1994; Moscovitch and Winocur, 1995; Balota et al., 2000) . Alternative underlying mechanisms are also plausible. Change in neurotransmitter properties (e.g., dopamine receptor mechanisms), and not integrity of white matter, may associate with nonselective recruitment and cognitive decline (Arnsten et al., 1994; . Age-associated disruption in basal ganglia function, which could in turn change prefrontal recruitment, is also a possibility (Rubin, 1999) .
Work to resolve this debate and describe underlying causal mechanisms is currently underway in a number of laboratories. Methods beyond those afforded by functional neuroimaging will be required for progress, such as the use of animal models of aging (Arnsten et al., 1994; Barense et al., 2002; Winocur and Moscovitch, 1990) . The finding of nonselective recruitment as a phenomenon in aging, which has now been reported in Ͼ10 independent studies (for review, see Cabeza, 2002; ReuterLorenz, 2002) , illustrates the kind of observation that neuroimaging methods are well suited to provide. 
Conclusions
Memory depends on processes that allow information to endure over time and also on processes enabling efficient retrieval at just the right moment. Studies of patients with frontal lesions have long supported a role of frontal cortex in strategic aspects of memory. Neuroimaging studies have recently provided insights into the anatomic specificity of frontal contributions to retrieval and also suggested constraints on the nature of the contributions.
Findings suggest a posterior to anterior gradient within prefrontal cortex, with posterior regions participating in domainspecific processes (e.g., verbal versus nonverbal) and more anterior prefrontal regions participating in high-level control processes that generalize across modality and even specific task goals. Perhaps most novel, findings suggest that frontal-polar regions participate in forms of control process that extend over time and individual processing events. One speculation is that frontal-polar regions participate in maintaining contextappropriate attentional sets, or modes, during remembering and other forms of complex cognitive acts.
Our fledgling understanding of these processes, and the broad posterior to anterior functional gradient that has emerged, also encourages us to seek convergence and constraints from others methods. For example, better human functional-anatomic characterization will likely require more detailed knowledge of connectivity between human brain areas and fine-grained functional analysis of subregions within prefrontal cortex that may not be possible with currently available imaging methods.
Recent results have also identified age-associated changes in the recruitment of frontal regions that may contribute to, or aid to alleviate, cognitive decline in older adults. Two recruitment differences have been observed, heuristically referred to as underrecruitment and nonselective recruitment. Although the underlying causes of recruitment differences remain a mystery, their discovery and replication across many studies encourage new questions to be asked.
